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President’s Message

Spring has sprung and all is in bloom! Which means it’s time for our spring
membership meeting. Please join us on Saturday April 24, 2010, at the Robbins
Community Hall for a lunch of deli sandwiches, fruit, dessert and drinks, all for $10.
Our program will feature Janet Alonso, who will speak on the history of the Old Sutter
Basin. Also present will be our winners of the Judith Barr Fairbanks essay contest.
Social time begins at 11:30 am, with lunch served at 12:00. Not only are the
membership meetings a time to meet up with old friends, or make new ones, our
programs provide us with many interesting and historical facts about the area we live
in. Everyone is welcome, so please bring your friends and family.

Were you or your family Dust Bowl migrants into Sutter County? If so, we
would like to hear from you. The Historical Society is beginning a project to gather
stories and photos regarding the Dust Bowl era. Please contact SCHS board member
Vicki Rorke at 916-852-8144 or email Vicki_SCHS@sbcglobal.net for more information.

The SCHS Board has decided to begin a Century Farms project. To qualify as a
Century Farm, the farm must meet a number of criteria. The land must have been
continuously owned within the same family for 100 or more years. The land must
have been in agricultural production or under first improvement for 100 or more
years. The present owner must be related to a person who originally owned the land.
The line of ownership from the original settler or buyer may be through children,
brothers, sisters, nephews, and/or nieces. The present owner or a member of the
owner’s family must actively manage the farm. The present farm must meet the
current USDA definition of a farm: A farm includes all land under one management
arrangement which has at least $1,000 worth of agricultural production or sales or
expenses, for production of agricultural products during the most recent calendar
year. There is no minimum acreage requirement. More information will be coming as
we move forward with recording the area’s Century Farms.

Did you miss buying Thompson and West’s History of Sutter County as
Christmas gifts? Well, it may be too late for Christmas, but graduations are just
around the corner. This valuable, informative book describing Sutter County’s history
up to 1879, when the book was first published, is the perfect gift, a reminder of
home, for that new graduate going off to college. Thompson and West is available at
the Museum for $45 plus tax. We’ll even mail it to someone you love for $60 total.

Audrey Breeding, President
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Director’s Report

April is a busy time everywhere, and the Museum is no exception. It begins
with the Children’s Spring Vacation Program on Friday, April 9th at 10:30 a.m. We are
pleased to present Aondreaa the Storytailor with new stories on the theme of “All You
Can Eat: Food Means Sharing.” Her performances are riveting for children and
grownups alike. The program is free and refreshments are included.

It’s time for the annual fundraiser Wear & Remembrance, that whimsical
paradise of fashions past! It is held this year at the Veterans’ Building on Saturday,
April 17 and Sunday, April 18. Admission is $5 or $4 with a pink coupon from the
Museum. Everything, clothes for women, men and children, accessories, jewelry,
textiles, shoes, and lots of etcetera, is all for sale as well as for gazing at in
amazement. More than a century of styles provide ease of finding a unique outfit,
and vintage clothing qualifies as very green too! Shop at your leisure and enjoy lunch
with Kaffe T’ Latta. No better way to spend the day and help out the Museum too.

Remember the local high school art exhibits: Yuba City High School through
April 11, and River Valley High School from April 23 through May 14. In June, the
Museum will again host a traveling exhibit from CERA: Multiply by Six Million:
California Holocaust Survivors through August 1.

Museum staff is working hard on the exhibits for the new Multi-Cultural Wing,
as it is the goal for the wing to, at long last, be completed by year’s end.

There is a cloud of euphoria floating above the Museum right now, as the long
proposed Meeting Room is becoming a reality. With gratitude for the generous
bequest from Museum supporter Dorothy Ettl and to Sutter County for sharing the
remaining portion of the California Proposition 40 Parks & Recreation funds and
thanks to all who have worked so hard to launch the project, we are thrilled to
announce that the work of construction will soon begin. There is so much work to do
to build the room itself, the parking lot, and the beautiful landscaped patio, but
together we are equal to it. The reward will be a much-needed facility for the
Museum and the community.

Speaking of beautiful landscapes, did you see the vivid borders of over 300
tulips that the Sutter Buttes Garden Club planted in front of the Museum? Their
bright colors were a wonder to see! Many thanks to the Garden Club members.

From a beautiful springtime, we look forward to a marvelous and successful
year.

Julie Stark
Director
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Memorials

In Memory of Sharon Baggett
Joe & Rebecca Benatar

In Memory of Nora Barkhouse
Joe & Rebecca Benatar

In Memory of Trini Bidegain
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Calhoun

In Memory of William Bravos
Connie Cary

In Memory of Andy O. Carr
Steven Richardson

In Memory of Homer “Hank” Cummins
Lee & Bob Jones

In Memory of Suzanne Fillmore
D. Jane Miller

In Memory of Frances Gentry
Audrey Breeding
Pamela & Donald Brennan
Julie A. Evans
Kitte & Arnold Gold
Raona Hall
Eleanor Knox
Virginia Mott
Jeanette Nelson
Norm & Loadel Piner
Julie Stark
David & Gina Tarke
Janet & Richard Ward

In Memory of Dewey & Barbara
Gruening

Anne Adams
Joni Adams
Robert Agles
Susan Bodryk
Joe Bouchard

In Memory of Dewey & Barbara
Gruening (cont.)

Richard Bowder
Audrey Breeding
Bob & Katie Bryant
Connie Cary
Marnee Crowhurst
Raona Hall
Helen Heenan
Eleanor Knox
Norm & Loadel Piner
LeRoy and Sarah Pryor
Margit & Pete Sands
Shirley Schnabel
Sharyl Simmons
Rosemary Smiley
Phyllis Smith
Julie Stark
David & Gina Tarke

In Memory of Briget Tangen Kemp
Joe & Rebecca Benatar

In Memory of Rev. Edgar Nelson
Marnee Crowhurst

In Memory of Edwina Dean Park
Margit & Pete Sands

In Memory of Truman Prater
W. C. McFarland

In Memory of Ann Rice
Katherine Bryant

In Memory of Joe Ruzich
Audrey Breeding
Helen Heenan
Margaret Pursch

In Memory of Mrs. George Edie Stevens
Steven Richardson
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In Memory of Betty Taylor
Barbara Barnett
Sam & Kathy Shannon
Sharon Shimizu & David Neubert
Ethel Wallace

In Memory of James Thompson
Connie Cary

In Memory of LeRoy George Thompson
Marnee Crowhurst

In Memory of Jane Ullrey
Katherine Schmidl
Margit & Pete Sands
Elaine Tarke

In Memory of James Uren
Sharyl Simmons
Julie Stark

In Honor of Larry Harris
Live Oak Women’s Club

Coming Events
April
9 Spring Vacation Children’s Program at the Museum
17-18 Wear & Remembrance, Vintage Apparel Fair

at the Sutter County Veterans’ Hall
23 River Valley High School art exhibit opens
24 Membership Meeting at the Robbins Community Hall

11:30 am social time, 12:00 luncheon
Program: The History of the Old Sutter Basin by Janet Alonso

May
14 River Valley High School art exhibit ends
14 Sister Swing and Tea at the Museum

June

11 Multiply by Six Million: California Holocaust Survivors exhibit opens
at the Museum

19 Potluck Picnic in the Park at Howard Harter Memorial Park
(behind the Museum)
11:30 am Social time, 12:00 lunch
Program: Greg Wellman, local author of
A History of Alcatraz Island 1853-2008

July
Summer Vacation Children’s Program
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The History of the Sutter Buttes is in Your Hands!
by

Mike Hubbartt

Sutter County’s courthouse and
the adjoining Hall of Records convey an
appreciation of our local heritage that
is palpable and tangible. Their thick,
solid, and fireproof brick and stone
construction is over 100 years old.

The former has withstood a
devastating fire, the latter was
remodeled into an august chamber
where weekly public meetings allow
members of the community to
participate in the decision process as
County Supervisors deliberate on
planning and policy that affect the
future of every-one in Sutter County.
History happens here.

Amid the plethora of routine
county tasks and responsibilities that
are reviewed and acted upon, the
Supervisors are approving a series of
proposals that will shape the preserva-
tion of our county’s pastoral country-
side while encouraging the growth of
our economic output. These proposals
comprise our new General Plan update,
a process which has been reviewed
about every fifteen years. This
process, nearly complete, will guide
policy decisions until 2025.

The General Plan Vision State-
ment and its early polls recognized the
Buttes as an asset to the county, and
that there was public support to pre-
serve the Buttes’ scenic panorama, not
to develop it. Yet the new proposed
General Plan offers only one modest
change to minimize land splits, while
incorporating proposed changes that
seem to come from those who wish to
develop their land in and around the
most prominent landmark in the entire
Sacramento Valley.

Reflect upon your last drive
around the picturesque landscape of
the smallest mountain range in the
world. Have you noticed the new
homes in the past ten years, the
continued home construction, and
the new FOR SALE signs? Would you
like to see this trend continue
unabated?

Would you consider attending a
public workshop that promotes farming
and ranching property rights, explores
ways to confirm parcel sizes that
supports financially viable ranching
operations like those that have thus far
preserved the Buttes’ pastoral hillsides,
ways to limit commercial sub-divisions,
and programs that financially reward
those landowners who are open to
preserving their agricultural heritage?

Would you write a letter
expressing your desire to protect the
Buttes and ask your friends to do the
same? Address it to the Middle
Mountain Foundation, PO Box 3359,
Yuba City, CA 95992, or email
cwilkins@middlemountain.org.

If you wish to see that the Sutter
Buttes remain the rugged historic and
picturesque landmark that is even more
of a symbol of our heritage than the
Sutter County’s fine old governmental
edifices, now is the time for you to
influence the preservation of our
priceless landmark.

Your response at this time is
imperative to initiate this process.
Without your interest the county may
not support additional public meetings
to a process that is nearly complete.
The future history of the Sutter Buttes
is in your hands!
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Far from Home:
The Letters of Bill and Harry Huntington

Part II
edited by Phyllis Smith

This is the second part of a series of articles based on the letters of Bill and
Harry Huntington, local boys who served in World War II. After the first article was
published, we heard from some readers about their experiences that related to it.

Norma Jenks told us her brother was stationed at Lowry Field.
Bob Laycock’s mother was a stewardess on the President Coolidge when it was

a luxury liner.
Bill Huntington mentions wanting to “see Briggs” about buying a car. Dwayne

Haynes told us that Briggs was his uncle, Fred C. Briggs, and he had a garage on
California Street in Sutter from 1927 to 1960. He also worked as a sub-dealer for the
Dodge dealership in Marysville. Mostly he sold pickups to farmers, but he sold them
for just a little over sticker price and won awards for selling so many Dodges.

When Dwayne was a boy his family lived near Pumping Station #1 at the
bypass. He remembers riding down the levee and seeing the diving board the
Huntington boys put up at the canal across from the house at the spot where they
went swimming. He was fascinated by the diving board.

Bill’s dad, Warren, was in the National Guard with Dwayne's dad after WW I.
Someone else noticed that Bill never asked about what was happening at home.

Actually, he frequently asked about specific people, his dog and other animals, and
commented on things mentioned in letters he received from his family, but because
of our limited space we had to edit the letters and those were the things that didn’t
make the final cut. The same is true with Harry’s letters.

Harry wrote many letters to his
family, his grandmother, and his sister.
He probably wrote three times as many
letters as Bill, but he was in the ser-
vice six months longer. He sometimes
spelled things creatively, and he had a
knack for a clever turn of phrase. He
frequently signed his letters with a
jibe at what the Army had in store for
him at the moment.

Harry left for the Army Air
Corps in September, 1942. He took a
train to San Francisco.

Boy I thought I was traveling in
style until we transferred at Sac. Got
on a smoker there with davenports in
it. Me and another guy curled up and

slept a couple hours. [At his physical
he] was turned down cause the guy
thought I wanted to be a mechanic.
Finally convinced him and then had to
wait another day to get a release from
the darn draft board, cost me a buck to
get a release.”

Sept. 4, 1942
Seen R. Close and a couple more

Sutter draftees [in “Monteray.”]

Sept. 11, 1942
I’m now in Salt Lake City in a

few dust storms. Walk in the barracks
and dust on the floor about an inch
deep. More when we do something
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besides walk, wait, and wilt. I waited
so much my stern is sore.”

Sept. 16, 1942
We just started our basic train-

ing and that means we get about a
month of drilling, guard duty, and
other stuff like that.

There’s a guy here, every time
he tells a joke, it turns out a flop.
Then about 2 minutes later he’ll speak
up and say, “Guess I told that one
wrong.” He’s kinda of absent minded.
Went to the latrine and when he came
out, went the wrong way and it took
him about 1 hr. to find our barracks.
Yesterday he took a shower and washed
himself with his undershirt, thought he
had his towel. He is a lot of fun
though. Nicknames are sure in order
around here. A few of them are

Sunshine - that’s me
Wild Bill - that’s the guy I was
just telling you about
Peanuts - always has a bag of
peanuts in his mouth or hands

Got our second shot and three
guys passed out. The other barracks a
guy had a heart attack after his shot.

If you want to hear an argument,
listen to the Texans and Californians on
which is a better state. So far there is
no winner. But we have hopes.

Harry was at Kearns Army
Airfield in northern Utah, built in 1942
because the US military wanted large
training bases to be inland to be less
vulnerable to attacks from the coast.1

Sept. 21, 1942 (postmark)
I have moved to a new location

which is heaven compared to Kearns.
I’m trying to be a gunner or maybe I
should say they are trying to do it.

Sept. 27, 1942
Sure heck to be so near Salt Lake

and can’t even get a pass to get out of
the post. Some guy who knows all, got
the first pass and he took another day
off so ruined it for the rest of us.

Oct. 4, 1942
Tonight I get my first pass since

I’ve been in the army. Going to see
what Salt Lake City looks like up close.

Went to the rifle range
yesterday and got a little shooting
practice made 120 out of 175, ain’t so
hot but when I was operating the target
one guy missed the whole target.
Every time the gun would go off I was
blowed back a couple of inches, spent
most of my time crawling up to the
firing line.

I operated the target down in a
pit and as the bullet went over it
reminded me of deer season. Sure got
dirty in the pit cause some guys shot
too low and the dirt just sprayed all
over you. If dirt is good for a person
I’ll probably grow about 3 feet. When
you aren’t diving at it you just lay
down and roll like a horse.

We haven’t done much except
the usual that’s walk, walk and walk.

He left Utah for Las Vegas
Army Air Field. Construction of the
field began in March 1941; gunnery
training in January 1942. By the end of
1942, 9,117 aerial gunners had
graduated. The base was renamed
Nellis Air Force Base in 1950 in honor
of P-47 pilot 1st Lieutenant William
Nellis, a fighter pilot with 69 missions
to his credit, killed in action over
Luxembourg in 1944 during the Battle
of the Bulge. Nellis is the home of the
world-renowned Thunderbirds.2
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Oct. 14, 1942
Going to school from 7:30 to

17:30. Spend the rest of your time
eating studying and a few hours sleep.

I’ve learned more in 3 days than
in 6 months at high school. Our tests
are simple. I have an average of 93%.

Some guy went up in a plane
today and he fell out. He made it to
the ground and never killed himself,
got his first parachute jump and didn’t
have much to say about it.

After 4 more weeks we get to go
up and shoot at towed targets, every-
one is looking forward to that.

Oct. 15,1942
Everyone wants to know all

about the school. It’s just like any
other school, listen, study and take
tests. Darn guys sure have a time with
me. I read the lesson once or twice
and get 100 and they pour over those
books and get 80. Only have to flunk
two tests and your course at gunnery
school is complete. Algebra and
geometry come in handy, specially in
getting your sights. I still can’t figure
out where they can hide all the parts of
a machine gun. We learn how to
operate a turret also.

The dragon [on the letterhead of
the school stationery] as you called it
is supposed to be a horn toad and it is
just the insignia of this school.

Oct. 18, 1942
When we first got here they put

us in a pressure chamber and then took
all our air away. Actually we were at
30,000 foot but on the ground. We had
to breathe oxygen and it was the most
welcome stuff ever taken in my lungs
especially at 18,000 foot level.

Around here you feel like you’re
really in the air corp. There are

airplanes flying around.

Oct. 23, 1942
We just about completed our

studies in classrooms, spend most of
our time on the range hereafter. Shot
skeet today and got 35 out of 50. I
might get a chance to go to bombardier
school after this if I keep my average
up and gain a little more points.

We take to the air in the 5th

week. I was just talking to one of my
roommates about the Sac. Fair. He led
his cattle the time the Future Farmers
went. He lives in Montana and seems
funny we were so near and then meet 2
years later and find out you’re so close.

A kid here got a mess kit that
had his dad’s name on it. Come to find
out his dad had written his name on the
mess kit in the last war.

Oct. 24, 1942
Our studies are secrets but in

general it is about guns and shooting,
both in bombers and small planes.

Had bed check at 22:30 o’clock
and I just had one shoe off. I dove in
bed with my shoe on and got to laugh-
ing so much I woke everyone, darn near
got murdered.

Oct. 29, 1942
We’ve been spending all week

riding around in a truck and shooting
clay pigeons, like the dove hunters on
the levee. [Remains of clay pigeons
from these exercises still exist today in
the desert north of Las Vegas.]3 So far
ain’t doing so hot only get about 3/4 of
the birds. Been shooting 22’s also and
been losing 25 cents every day. Betting
on the high score, miss it by a couple of
points every time. We only have half a
day of classwork now and shoot the rest
of the time.
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Nov. 2, 1942
We had our first taste of a 30

caliber machine gun. Scores weren’t so
hot but sure was an experience. I was
blowing a heck of a hole in my ammuni-
tion when the bottom part of my gun
fell off. I was scared for awhile but
nothing terrible happened.

I’m getting fatter than a hog and
my clothes don’t fit so hot now.

11/8/42
I’m finished with ground school.

Spent the rest of the time in the air.
Hope to apply for aviation cadet at my
assigned squadron. Everyone is having
trouble loading their guns. The slip-
stream catches up and away goes the
ammunition.

Got our winter flying suit and it
looks like a sheep turned wrong side
out but it keeps you warm.

Nov. 10, 1942
Have been having a swell time,

flying for the last two days. Doing
about average in shooting. Today after
I was through firing the pilot stood the
plane on edge, I felt like I was falling
out but had the darn belt fixed O.K. I
bet I was laying parallel with the
ground. I was scared stiff.

Nov. 14, 1942
Sure have quite a time flying. I

sure wish I could have turned my gun
on the pilot, I’d sure made him shut up
while l was shooting. I fooled him
yesterday, I disconnected my headset
so I shot in peace. Guess it made him
mad cause he put that plane in a heck
of a lot of knots. Once I thought
someone dumped a bunch of cement on
my head. I couldn’t raise my head or
hands up. Come to find out he just

pulled out of a dive. I enjoyed my ride.
Come down again and had an-

other whirlwind of a ride, was standing
up shooting and all of a sudden my
knees gave out and I set down in my
seat like a bolt of lightning. The pilot
just sat there and grinned.

Nov. 15, 1942
Sure could see plenty of country

from up in the air. There were about 5
farms in the desert and they are just as
green as it is in springtime. Each house
has a big resivor right beside it.

Nov. 20, 1942
I did graduate from aerial gunner

school, without a lot of argument from
the commander. We got issued wings,
which was very lucky for us, second
class to be issued wings.

PS The title is now Sergeant.

Nov. 29, 1942 (postmark)
Kearns is now an overseas camp

and they train with real guns.
You ought to hear what they call

us gunners. “Hollywood Sergeants.”
The first guy who said that had a black
eye in the morning. Bumped into a
door I guess.

Sure pulled a boner on us today.
Had us pretty near shipped and then
sent us back. Trouble was we had to
pack our darn barracks bag all over the
darn camp. They sure got heavy after
the 6th or 7th block.

I [have] left Nevada for a while.
[He returned to Utah.] Hope the
country is better where I’m assigned to
a squadron. Those planes that are
circling around the ranch and doing
those crazy things are mild compared
[to what] us gunners went through
while getting our air to air firing.

Got to spend 6 weeks in radio
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school and then if we aren’t misled, we
get another rating, or promotion.

Dec. 3, 1942
Had four days of school. The dot

and dashes aren’t too hard take about
4 words a minute but learning about
electricity is a horse of another color.
We got a college professor teaching us.
What words he uses, just about 2 or 3
guys understand all the things he talks
about. I’ll go to bed now and hear ----
and stuff like that, when in gunnery
after a flight crawl into bed and the
darn thing rock around like an airplane.

We go to town a lot just about
every other day. Met a sailor yesterday
who got shot up. Sure got a heck of a
lot of scars. He was a gunner’s mate.

Had quite a time past 2 days.
Everyone had G.I.s so not much class-
work. Have funny weather around here
rain, snow, freezing and then a hot
day. Utah seems to be the place for
colds to start, but never finish.

Dec. 10, 1942
We’ve been going to school for 2

weeks and so far the code is just a
bunch of dot and dashes. Trying now
to take 10 words per minute so you can
guess what it sounds like. Remember
when Dad used to switch our radio over
on shortwave and all the noise that
came out, that’s exactly how it sounds.

We got a pet rabbit running
around in the barracks. The guys are
getting disgusted with it. Shoes are full
of pills some have the tongues eaten
off from them. Have to put our shoes
on top of the bed at night.

Chod [Huntington, his father’s
brother] and Ella sent me a Christmas
present but they give me special orders
not to open until the day.

Do you know what Randy’s

[Schnabel] address is and also what
part of radio he is teaching. Like to ask
him some questions.

I have plenty of time to write
now, quarantined for 2 weeks cause
someone has the measles.

Dec. 15, 1942
Guy from Vegas wrote me and

never put the letter in the envelope. I
climbed out of bed in a hurry to get
that letter. Spoiled the day for me.

If you can’t read this I’ll blame it
on the gas mask. Having a gas drill and
don’t know how long it will last.

Will be halfway through school
by the end of the week, but I’m afraid
I’m going to spend another week or so
here. The code stuff is sure balled up
in my mind. Guess it’s okay after you
once find the key but try and find it.

That rabbit raised hell with my
shoes. Got about ½ of a tongue left.
Won’t be long we’ll have rabbit stew.

Got one letter from Sis [Miriam
Huntington Coon] she mailed a month
ago. One letter bounced around on the
post a week before they found me.

The Doc. said he’d lift the
quarantine if someone would have the
measles. That don’t make much sense.

Dec. 19, 1942
I’m no longer going to radio

school, me and 125 others out of our
class of 200. Don’t know what the
score is as yet but everyone is madder
than heck. The way they run things is
sure nuts. Washed out a guy who was
taking 12 words a minute and hadn’t
got below 85% in his tests. This is an
example of those who washed out.

I guess it will seem like a big
Christmas to get our ole quarantine
taken off so we can have the run of the
camp again. I even got rid of my cold
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so I feel pretty good.
A Lt. said today, “We don’t like

aerial gunners from Las Vegas,” that
came from a Lt.

Dec. 26, 1942
I really had quite a Christmas.

Thanks for the shoes and tea. When I
put those shoes on and took one step
my head hit the roof, pretty near threw
my hip out of joint. Sure felt light
after wearing GI’s for four months!

You should have seen that @*&^#
rabbit go for that hay. Bet it’s the first
time she seen it for quite some time.

Sure got a lot of stuff from
Grandpa H. He sent me a snappy wal-
let and candy. Ella and Chod - writing
paper and some more candy. Mrs.
Jones - candy and cookies. Bernice -
picture, cookies and candy. Those mail
guys were mad having to pack all those
packages over to me, while I slept.

Heard rumor that we might get
shipped, so going to Armor school.
Guess I’ll be going to school all my life.

Sure some funny Christmas
presents, one guy got 4 cans of
sardines, Greenlaw got some tea too,
also a bar of soap shaped like a corset.

Guess I told you we are no longer
in quarantine. Takes a lot off a guy’s
mind. Don’t have to figure out a way
to get past the guards.

Dec. 28, 1942
Well I had a swell Christmas. I

guess pretty near everyone enjoyed the
cookies & cake, [they] want to know
your address. I think I ate myself sick,
had big turkey dinner and more darn
candy, cookies, cakes. Had quite a few
days of K.P. Had it pretty easy though.

K.P. first class, Harry.

Next Harry was sent to Lowry Army

Field near Denver, where his brother
Bill had trained in 1941.

Jan. 2, 1943
I finally got out of the hell hole,

Salt Lake Army Air base. So far we
have been having a swell time

Will start to school again Monday
and I got my fingers crossed that they
won’t get another brainstorm and kick
a bunch of us out again. Us gunners
sure catch the devil wherever we go.
Guys stationed here like us like a bunch
of skunks. (I don’t believe it’s because
most of our feet stink either.)

Jan 5, 1943
Finally left the worst camp in

the west and we came to one of the
best. So far it has lived up to all they
say about it. We spend about 8 or 9
hours on duty and then we can sleep,
go to town or anything we feel like
doing. We have a pass that lets us out
of camp any hour and vice versa.

Class started today and we just
fooled around with machine guns.
Didn’t actually learn anything. The
men here at the field don’t like
gunners very well, but most of us are
used to being hated so it O.K.

Met 4 guys I took basic training
with, going to the same school. Seems
like I am meeting everyone that I met
in some other camp.

Always a school victim. Harry
P.S. We have women school teachers
and truck drivers. So us men really
jump now.

Jan 10, 1943
Still haven’t learned anything

that I already been taught. Next week
we study 30 calibers so I imagine it will
be about as dull as the 50’s.

Guess it won’t be long before
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aerial gunnery’s and the rest of the
camp personnel will come to blows.
Things are going from bad to worse,
and we get the blame. Probably be
another fight like the north and the
south.

Jan. 20, 1943
They sure do things crazy. Had 5

weeks on machine gun at Las Vegas,
spent a week on 30’s & 50’s here, then
when it comes to something [new] they
give us 3 days to learn about a gun.

They sure got me in a heck of a
place now. All I do is sleep and eat
pills. That’s right I’m in the hospital
with something call Phamngites
[pharyngitis, inflammation of the
pharynx] or something close to it,
probably means sore toe but here I am.
I get a least 3 pills for an appetizer
before each meal and they stick a
thermometer in my mouth every 15
minutes or so. I’m getting so I ain’t
comfortable without a piece of glass
stuck in my mouth.

Jan. 29, 1943
Have been out of school for a

week now but I return to class Sunday
only 2 weeks behind.

A bunch of W.A.A.C.s have been
shipped in here to take the civilians
place at driving trucks for the army.
Also some are going to school to be
something or other. Haven’t heard any
good rumors about them yet.

Jan. 30, 1943
Same ole grind. Get up sweep,

mop, shine the shoes and lay down
again, wait until someone yells for you
about 1/2 minute after you lay down.

Got out of the pill box and feel
OK just been loafing around for the
past few days. Seen a bunch of WAAC

arrive they look like soldiers getting off
a train only they wore skirts.

Feb. 2, 1943
Been studying cannons for the

past week so I feel I know something
about them. I hope I do.

Feb 10, 1943
Learning how to load bombs in

the planes and also how to install the
things that make them blow up.

We go to school from noon to six
now so we don’t have to get up so
early. They are running us through the
exercises now. Have us run like mad
and then see how much dirt we can
plow up with our noses.

Too cold to go to town so we
just sleep, eat, mop, sweep, wash
window, shine shoes, police up the
grounds, growl about this and that and
just take it easy in other words.

Feb. 14, 1943
My class is supposed to return to

Salt Lake but the Army is the Army so
nothing is definite. [Harry did return
to Utah.]

Feb. 22, 1943
Just finished bomb racks and

how to load the darn things. Probably
don’t know as much now as I did when I
first went into the class.

They are showing us stuff called
judo or something like that, practicing
holds that might break a neck or tear
an arm off. They say so far the stuff is
mild. Hate to see what rough stuff is.

A guy [has] some pills for cold
and another guy has same pill for
athlete’s foot.

February 25, 1943
The owner of the barracks’
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rabbit is now in bad shape. He was in a
B-17 - that is a big four motored bomb-
er and it was coming in for a crash
landing. He got scared and jumped out
just before it hit. The hospital has a
case for the duration, patching up what
pieces are left. Ever try jumping out
something doing around a 100 miles
per, 20 to 15 feet off the ground.
Guess the rabbit will hit the mess hall.

March 6, 1943
We sure are having a heck of

stuff called weather. Been snowing for
the last 3 days and now getting pretty
darn deep….. 7 ft. Right now I’ll bet
the mercury is shivering from the cold.

March 15, 1943
They sure have some screwy

orders around here. Today the new
one was a killer diller of them all.

No classroom will have any
chairs in it. So now everyone stands up
for 6 hours straight. Write and
everything standing up. Got one way
to beat it. Everyone has to go to the
latrine for a few minutes. Sure a heck
of a place to sit but war is war.

Our old barrack chief’s wife is in
Marysville. He seen a postmark on one
of your letters and was wondering who
I knew there. Sure was surprised to
think I came from near the place. Also
got a guy here from Auburn, so I feel
like a next door neighbor.

When I was on KP, the KP pusher
said “feed em, don’t fatten em.” I
only weighed 130 lbs. when I came in,
of course I don’t eat very much, but I
only weigh 155 lbs. now. That is 6
months 12 days and 5 hours. So you
see how they treat us skinny guys.

March 22, 1943
After this we go to the long

awaited squadron. Guess I’ve said that
after each school. So far everything
seems to be going like it’s true.

That church I was going to threw
a farewell party. It was a swell party
and I think everyone was darn near sick
from laughing. Don’t that sound like a
nice farewell.
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March 25, 1943
We have 7 days a week here and

they are think of putting the 8th day.
I sure couldn’t sleep on the

train. We had day coaches about 1918
model. They bounced around like a
crazy man in a barrel full of tacks.
Sure was a mess. (I mean the train not
the crazy man in the barrel.)

This place makes one feel at
home. We sleep in the cow barns, have
a P.X. in the fish house. Supply room
takes the place of the chickens & I
think we eat in the hog shed. Make a
pleasant surrounding for some city guy.

We also go to school for a couple
of days in the horse barn, no we aren’t
learning to ride any horses. Reason is
we are at the State Fair grounds and
the barns are the barracks.

March 29, 1943
Again I’ve moved and finally

have gotten to the squadron that I’ve
mentioned a number of times. [This
was the 65th Bombardment Squadron.]
So far we are the only ones here. [We
are replacements] and are waiting for
the squadron to come to us.

There are two from Sutter here
now, me and Clarence Gridley.
Remember his brother Jim drowned
last summer. Told the guy next to him
all about Dad, what a build up. Guess
what he said was true but it sure
sounded like a lot more that I ever
thought of it. A person would of
thought I was McArther’s son.

I’m a little disappointed cause as
the rumors go this outfit is B-24
bombers or “Liberator,” would have
liked to be with B-17 or “Flying
Fortress.” [The B-24 was a heavy
bomber, produced in greater numbers
than any other American military
aircraft. It was more modern than the

B-17 – faster, with a greater range and
bomb load, but more difficult to fly.
Flying crews were much more satisfied
with the B-17, which dropped more
bombs than any other U.S. aircraft
during World War II.]4

April 3, 1943
Am now trying to enjoy the

weather of Idaho. [The army
established a number of training
airfields in Idaho. Harry was at
Pocatello.]5 It’s swell weather but the
wind blows day & night. I go around
leaning over to one side or the other.

We start our last phases of
training this month. We will be flying
most of the time from here on out.
Probably be on cross country flights.

I’ve got a feeling it isn’t going to
be to thrilling, cause then we fly day &
night. They say if a person gets 4 hours
of sleep a day he is very lucky.

April 4, 1943
You should have been here to

see the bombers come! What a sight -
15 or 20 flying a couple of hundred feet
off the ground coming hell bent for
election straight at you - kind of takes
your breath away, scary too. I guess by
the end of the week our work really
begins. So far it sure sounds swell but
that is mostly sound and not doing.

The rabbit’s owner was shipped
out [to Boise] sometime after I was –I
haven’t seen him. From what ole Bill
Oliver said he isn’t very nice to see
anyway - you can imagine what would
happen if you jumped about 15 feet
traveling over 100 miles an hour.

Has Earl got his hay hauled yet
or is he still waiting for me - Tell him
I’ll help him next fall. The guy who
thought of the expression “Home Sweet
Home” sure hit the nail on the head.
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April 9, 1943
Have been assigned to a squad-

ron also to crew today. Haven’t met
the pilot or those who handle the nose
of the plane. I’m 1st Armor Gunner, so
I handle a flexable waist gun. The
Captain is a West Point Graduate and
he is plenty rough. I have to be on the
ball all the time. We are slated to fly
12 hours and go to school 12 hours, of
course we are subject to call for 12
hours for each type of job.

April 12, 1943
What do you mean by sending

me a picture of home. Now I can’t tell
the captain that I haven’t seen home
since the day I left. See if you can find
a picture of Fritz, so I can put him up
with all the girl’s pictures.

Made my first trip in a bomber
yesterday, came in for the second
landing and blew a tire. Never heard
so much banging growling and every
other crazy noise. You can imagine the
sound if a carry-all tire blew out. The
sizes are about the same.

Even been to school already
again. Trying to learn about maps, so
not many guys fall asleep now. Got
myself a parachute and also got fitted.
Went up yesterday without it being
fitted. Pilot said we find a way to hold
on if we had to bale out.

April 16, 1943
They sure kept us busy today had

to get up 3:30 this morning and fly until
noon. Didn’t do much while we were
flying but it sure tired the crew out.
Our bomberdiear slept. Everyone left
the plane and he slept on.

They sure give me a job on the
plane – Armor- Gunner- got to see that
all the guns on the planes work & fix

them if they don’t. Besides trying to
shoot my own gun. Guess I’ll get use to
it sometime but right now I’m pooping
myself out running from the front of
the plane to the rear. Never knew they
were so big until then.

April 17, 1943
I’ve got to make out a will - do

you know of any stuff I have to will?
We sure have a time every time

we leave the ground. The crew is OK
but the planes sure don’t keep on the
ball. First the super charger on one
motor burned up then another motor
sprung an oil leak then to top the flight
off our batteries went dead. We didn’t
mind that but those batteries made a
heck of a stink. Our instructor pilot
was showing our pilot how to take off
on a small runway. He turned a corner
picking up speed which threw me and
my gunner clear across the plane.

Gosh, now I’ve got to learn
photography. Have to take pictures of
what the bombs do. I never knew a guy
had so much to do in one little plane.

April 25, 1943
They are trying to break up our

crew. Don’t know the results yet but
the pilot wants to stay with us. That
sure surprises me, guess he likes our
company a little. We flew all night a
couple of days ago. Could see lights all
over the country. Looks like a person
was looking down at the stars.

When we are on flight the guys
in the field are getting a good working
over. I don’t think they trust us very
far, cause we haven’t been given
ammunition as yet. Heck, what would
get hurt with 6 or 7 guns pointed at
things on the ground? We use things
like tractors and stuff to practice
tracking and get the movement of the
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turret down. We had to recognize a
plane in 1/25 of a second. The guys
say ready and flash of light and then
dark. He even had the nerve to ask
what kind of a plane it was. Were we a
surprised bunch. It was different after
we knew what was going to happen. So
he set a few at 1/100 of a second. We
even surprised him that time. Probably
accident, we were right though.

April 25, 1943
Loretta [Dean] makes a Sgt.

sound like something. A Sgt is nothing
more than an overpaid private and a Lt.
rates just a tiny bit more. A Sgt is the
lowest rank in a combat crew.

May 1, 1943
This paper is from a dead

person. He gave it to me the day
before----

Got a new co-pilot and believe it
or not he is 19 years old. We sure have
a nice time arguing with the old men.
Darn guys 24 years old sure are grandpa
on our crew. Course we have one great
grandpa. He’s all of 37.

Our pilot likes to strafe so he
says. We sure had a time the other
day, cut 3 motors off and gaily
proceeded on our way with one motor.
Then to top things off the darn motor
had an oil leak. Boy we came down
quick then.

May 3, 1943
Have a time fooling around in

the tail turret. Every time someone
gets into it the pilot [likes] to fling the
tail around so what rides we get.

So far us two tail men have kept
our dinner down note the underline in
men. That is the way to make my self
feel good. I’m taking pictures now. I
think I’m going to be a very poor photo-

grapher cause when our bomberdiar
makes any hits on the target it’s the
only pictures I don’t get.

May 5, 1943
Our co-pilot took over the

controls of the plane the other day and
what a ride he gave us. I was gazing
out the window taking in the scenery
when all of a sudden I was looking
straight up at the sun and just about as
fast everything went the other way.
I’ll bet he wished he could turn the
plane over – he tried pretty hard.

May 9, 1943
Tomorrow we start on second

phase and then we can spread out a
little bit, take in 300 miles of country
more in one direction than we used to
be able to. Then the third and last but
not least [phase] a trip to Kansas and
pick up a new plane & then who knows.
Sounds simple on paper but time the
army get through fooling around 5 or 4
months have rolled by.

We were hedge hopping with a
bomber and we flew over a lake so
darn low I believe if I had leaned out
the window I could have washed my
hand easy. Then I grew tired of that
and went to sleep. The pilot got a
little riled, no one would get excited
over all his stunts. The co-pilot did sit
us all down in back, made a sharp turn
& the force put us where we belonged.

Seen Andy Devine the other
night. [Andy Devine was an actor
known for his high-pitched, raspy
voice.]6 He was out to the base at a
dance. Does his voice sound rusty.
Sounds just like he did on Jack Benny’s
program. He cracked a joke. … he
wanted to join the calvry, horse troops.
The ole [top kick] said he was sorry
even though they needed men, but
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they only issued one horse per man in
this outfit. Ole Andy would need about
3 to hold him up.

I’m really going to the dogs now
only last night I went to an operaretta.
(one of those screaming plays with
acters who put music into their course
voices). OK it was a pretty nice show
even if I didn’t know anything about it.
The name was “The Chocalate Soldier.”
I must have been really wild $1.75 per
seat and they weren’t the best in the
house by a long chance. [The Choco-
late Soldier is an operetta from 1908
by Oscar Straus, based on George
Bernard Shaw’s Arms and the Man.]7

We sure have quite an outfit
here. Plenty of crews & personnel but
a person has to go around with a
blotter to find enough to piece togeth-
er [to] make just one [plane] fly.

May 13, 1943
Today we had to recognize types

of poison gas. They set off a gas bomb
& we walk into the fumes, then try to
tell what kind of gas it was.

Difference from first & second
phase [of training], we have more
territory to cover. This way we can hit
Oregon, California, Utah and Montana.
Have quite a number to states to
wander around in.

May 16, 1943
We have to fly with all hatches

open now so will be used to the cold
and also get used to moving around
with all those heavy clothes on.

We have a new B-17 added to
our (ole) new B-24s. We use it as a tow
plane in air to air firing. Have to learn
how to bomb now just in case the
bombardier isn’t able to bomb. A few
more jobs and a gunner will be more
important than adding ballast.

May 20, 1943
Got a letter back, I’d sent to the

kid that raised his right hand the same
time I did and continued through the
same school is no more. At least that
was the reason for return of the letter.
Makes a person do a little thinking.
That is if a person can.

Sure had a time yesterday, was
firing the tunnel gun (on the bottom of
the plane) at the ground, when the
latch comes undone, gun, door and
myself flew straight up in the air.
Those caliber 50 guns have quite a bit
of power or I was extra light.

May 21, 1943
Been flying around shooting the

ground full of holes and most any thing
else that happens to be around. We
flew over a town and dropped empty
cartarage cases out of the planes. We
were flying around 20 feet above the
ground while firing yesterday. The
pilot got out of his seat and told me to
get in and help the co-pilot. Was
suppose to watch for other planes but
the co-pilot told me to take over the
controls. He let me fly the plane for
about half an hour, was a lot of fun.

May 24, 1943
The tunnel gun is placed in the

escape hatch on the bottom of the
plane and to the rear. It opens up so a
person can fall out while he has hold of
a gun. The smoke was coming from a
super charger that was on fire. The
black smoke is the worst, cause the
whole engine is on fire then.

When a guy fires a gun his head
vibrates, in fact there isn’t much of
him that doesn’t vibrate. With one gun
firing the whole ship bounces so you
can imagine the recoil of just one. So
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far only 5 [planes] have crashed, one
bad. One plane just missed us, we
parked in the wrong squadron by mis-
take. Best mistake that ever happened
to our crew cause we were supposed to
be right where the plane went tearing
thru. All the other planes just got
ruined but the men walked away,
which is considered a good landing.

We do high altitude flying from
now on. And is it cold. Never knew it
would get that cold, but live and learn.
Guess you’ll be looking in the air when
you hear an airplane. Better look down
low cause our pilot loves to skim over
the ground and I mean skim.

May 27, 1943
We made a couple of flights,

high altitude, darn near froze the first
one and second one, engine trouble so
we came down in a hurry. Just a little
more fire on one engine, nothing to
worry about - when our parachute is
handy. We landed on three engines
and did very good too. Just three days
before one plane cracked up doing the
same thing.

We are getting new equipment
issued us now. Have to lug one of
those steel helmets around and that
gets darn heavy. Have to wear them on
missions while in the air. These guys
who come back after their 300 hours
are up say the flak really bounces off
them nice. After 300 hours combat
flying we come back to the states for a
rest period. Only take 6 months for
that many hours approximately.

May 30, 1943
Sure have nutty weather here,

was hot as the devil on the ground and
12,000 feet we ran into snow and rain
storms. Ball, the other gunner, nose
froze on him. He couldn’t breathe very

darn well for a little while.
Took me about 6 months to go

from California Utah Nevada, Colorado
to Idaho. Yesterday we went from
Idaho to Montana back thru Idaho over
to Utah and then home in 3 hours. Sure
makes the word seem small to travel
around like that in so short of time.

June 6, 1943
We were suppose to take out

$10,000 [this must be life insurance
because his mother mentions getting
payments in the 1950s due to Harry’s
death] before going into combat.
Didn’t have to but they make it so you
wished you had.

You learn something new every
day when flying around. We flew high
we flew low and also in between those
distances we flew. But yesterday was
the first time we ever played with the
clouds to any extent. Go way up and
dive on them. The pilot did everything
except turn it over and he even tried
hard at that. At least I looked down
and seen sky, so he had it well tilted.
Been flying formation lately so we
couldn’t fool around too much. Even
so the pilots tried to scare each other
by seeing how close they can come
without hitting.

June 8,1943
A H.B.C. guy is a member of a

Heavy Bombardment Crew, which do a
lot of high bombing and are probably in
the Heavy Bomber Command.

It isn’t more than a couple of
hours from here to Marysville. Today
you should have seen a bunch of B-24’s
arrive at Marysville from here. Got to
thinking of all the dough it cost to train
a bomber crew. Send each person
through two schools and then overseas
training. What made me wonder was I
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was helping service the plane and I put
700 gallons of gas into just two tanks.
Then we poured in 6 gallons of oil into
each of the oil tanks – one for each
motor for six hours of flying.

June 15, 1943
Yesterday we done a crazy trick,

made a high altitude flight and me and
assistant radio operator never put our
oxygen masks on. We cruised around
about 15 minutes at 25,000 feet when
things began to get out of focus; felt
like someone had gave us a good whack
on the head. The co-pilot came back
and got us straightened out. It wasn’t
bad after that except a little cold
about 30 below. Those sheep skins felt
like paper. Come down and we had to
wait until the breath in the masks
unfroze before we could put them
away. Mask was ½ full of ice.

We are ready to start on third
phase now; we make an over ocean
flight. Don’t know whether we are
going over the Gulf of Mexico or the
Pacific. Hope the Pacific, cause that
means Marysville.

June 24,1943,
You thought that snapshot

looked tired well now I feel twice as
tired. We fly morning - noon and once
in a while half the night. For the past
three days we flew all but 6 hr. per
day. We fired 6,000 rounds of
ammunition in about 5 hours, only had
4 guns firing too. So far we hold the
record for most rounds fired per day.

Got rid of my seat-type para-
chute, now got a chest type. Makes me
feel better when a couple engines
begin to smoke. The chest chute we
wear the harness all the time and just
hook the chute on. That way a person
can save about 30 seconds without

having to put all that junk on at once.
Had a good laugh at our

bombardier. He was sitting on the
floor of the plane wondering whether
he should get up. All of a sudden the
nose went down and then up again.
There sat the bombardier in mid-air
with his eyes about as big as a plate.
Everything in the back of the plane left
the floor, traveled half way to the roof
and then came down again - wham.

June 27, 1943
At 14,000 a light jacket is all we

wear but above 20,000 a guy puts on all
his clothes and wishes he had more.
The worst thing of all is wearing the
oxygen mask and having your nose run.

July 1,1943
Yesterday we had a look at the

state of Oregon and in the afternoon
we had a look see at Yellowstone. Saw
Ole Faithful rise up and welcome us -
when it seen who it was it went down
pretty fast. Never knew a geyser had
such feelings. Sure looked funny pools
of water steaming and snow all around.

Over Oregon we tried to knock
down smokestacks that belong to one
of the guy’s dad. Run into bad weather
coming back, and was it cold. The ice
blew right inside the plane and made
everything nice and white.

July 4, 1943
Here it is the 4th (I think) and

me with no fire-crackers, sure is
disgusting all we have here is practice
bomb demos and incendiary bombs,
guess they will be my fireworks.

We drop incendiaries and they
sure make a bright light. Guess they
are hot, we were up 5,000 feet and
they burned just as bright as a match
before your nose.
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July 22,1943
Sure been on the go the last

couple of days. We left Pocatello
yesterday morning and arrived here
(Herington, Kansas) yesterday about
noon. This place is hot. I think it is
about like H_ll is supposed to be.
[There was a staging at Herington for
B-24 Liberators, and later for B-29
bombers. They processed personnel,
made final modifications to planes,
and if needed, crews got additional
training. Then they left for combat.]8

Got another parachute and they
have a lot of stuff in them. Rations
first aid stuff and a big jungle knife.

July 28, 1943
I guess we have completed

everything we are supposed to do here.
We spent yesterday afternoon

interrupting the hay crews surrounding
the field. We cruised along about 15
feet high so the farmers dropped
everything and watched. Bet they
wore their arms out waving. Chased
down a train and the passengers nearly
climbed out the windows to see us go
by. Nearly caused all the chickens to
break their necks, every time we flew
over they made a mad dash right into
the fences.

July 1943, Herington, Kansas
Made it back to Idaho, stayed

two nights and one day and then
proceeded to this spot. We made it in
about 4 hours after leaving Pocatello.
Some other guys had to come on the
train and it took them 3 days.

The navigator let me navigate
down here, only miss the place about
100 miles, don’t think he trust me very
far any more but when a guy gave a
lecture said they missed one of the
Hawaii Island by 200 miles so I didn’t
feel so bad, cause this guy was suppose
to be a navigator.

All of us got pistols now.

August 4, 1943 [postmarked Fairfield]
I sure have done a lot of

traveling. We been to Florida and back
to Calif. That is where I am now.

We left Kansas one morning and
flew out over the Gulf of Mexico about
200 miles, done some shooting at the
wide open space and then to Florida.
Next day we came here, passed over
Roseville and Sac. and on down to the
windy place of Fairfield.

Had the bombardier’s field
glasses but it was a little too hazy to
see our place.

In the next issue of the Bulletin we’ll
follow Harry’s adventures overseas.
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History of the Old Sutter Basin

by Janet Alonso

Everyone is welcome! Bring your friends and family!


